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The statistics used in this report are pre-appeal.
This report provides information on the performance of candidates which it is hoped will be
useful to teachers/lecturers in their preparation of candidates for future examinations. It is
intended to be constructive and informative and to promote better understanding. It would
be helpful to read this report in conjunction with the published question papers and marking
instructions for the Examination.

Comments on candidate performance
General comments
As in previous years, the vast majority of candidates opted for Unit Contexts IB, IIA and IIID.
A sizeable minority selected options IC and IIC, with a smaller number of candidates
choosing options 1A, IIB and IIIA. Numbers attempting IIIB were minimal.
Marker feedback deemed all three papers (C/G/F) to be challenging but fair, with broad
sampling of the main aspects of the syllabus. The papers were considered to be accessible,
across all contexts, to the wide disparity of ability presented at each level. Similarly, Gaelicmedium scripts did not seem to present candidates with any obvious difficulties.
As in previous years, overall performance varied according to ability, especially at the
interfaces, ie good General candidates found the Foundation exam fairly straight-forward,
whilst genuine Foundation candidates were challenged — a pattern repeated at General and
Credit.
Overall Enquiry Skills (ES) continues to improve and is almost universally the stronger
element at C/G. Clearly centres are training candidates well in such skills, but the widening
discrepancy between ES and Knowledge and Understanding (KU), especially at Credit, is
concerning in view of progression to Higher.
In line with 2010, significantly fewer incorrect and/or multiple contexts were attempted this
year, with greatly reduced instances of candidates attempting KU and ES questions out of
sequence. However, once again disappointingly, Markers reported increased instances,
across C/G/F, of poor, and indeed almost illegible, handwriting. This was made worse by use
of pencil rather than pen, or indeed by candidates’ use of red pen. Many typed scripts also
proved problematic to read and mark where single spacing was used. (See advice to
Centres.)

Foundation
Overall performance was very positive. There were far fewer minimal or one-word answers.
More candidates included recall, albeit not required, with some very detailed answers
provided – especially across Unit I, Contexts A/B/C.
As in 2009 and 2010, the majority of Markers felt that the overall standard of candidate
response, in both KU and ES, had continued to improve year by year. Candidates appeared
well aware of, and better prepared for, the Units studied, and demonstrated greater
understanding of technique (following instructions, using source evidence and applying
process), which was reflected especially at ES.
Once again, significantly fewer candidates were attempting the wrong or multiple contexts,
with most completing every question and finishing the paper as a result. Overall, the 2011
Foundation paper, whilst still presenting a worthy challenge, was considered to be well-laid
out, accessible and well tackled by candidates.
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General
Most Markers felt that candidates responded very well to the General paper, the overall
standard improving on last year, although there were still gaps in KU despite a variety of
relevant recall being employed by more candidates.
The vast majority of candidates completed the paper, with significantly fewer wrong or
multiple contexts attempted, as well as fewer questions omitted. Moreover, many answers
were full and well structured.
Once again, ES performance continues to improve and, indeed, appears to be outstripping
KU, which was done poorly overall by comparison. Most centres are clearly training
candidates well in terms of technique and the need to make process clear in their answers.
However, many Markers felt that this was at the expense of mastering recall, which yet again
was not as strong this year. A significant number omitted the required recall from their
answers, which were heavily reliant on presented evidence, even from ‘C/G’ candidates.
Whilst candidates may have had a good broad knowledge of course content, as evidenced
by their generalised statements of recall, their answers lacked clear specific detail.
The disparity between KU and ES was considered to indicate a lack of study/revision by
candidates who had otherwise been well trained to handle ES with confidence. It might also
indicate learning organised under ‘preferred headings’.
Overall, the 2011 General paper was considered to be fair and very accessible, challenging
candidates in terms of recall and process but providing opportunities for candidates to
perform well, both in terms of knowledge and skills, if prepared.

Credit
Once again, and as usual with C/G candidates, performance was mixed but, overall,
Markers considered 2011 scripts to be of a reasonably high standard with some excellent
responses. The majority of candidates completed the paper in the time allocated and the
wrong contexts were rarely attempted. However, whilst fewer very poor scripts were noted,
concern still remains about inappropriate presentations.
The vast majority of Markers commented that, overall, ES continues to improve and, once
again, is almost always the stronger element at C/G. In many cases there is a complete
imbalance between the two elements, with ES marks at times almost overwhelmingly better
than those at KU, where relatively few candidates are achieving very high scores by
comparison. There was clear evidence that centres are training candidates well in ES skills
but the ever widening discrepancy between ES and KU, particularly at Credit, is concerning
– especially for progression to ‘Higher’.
As noted last year, candidates’ bias towards ES skills appears to have lessened any
encouragement to learn accurate and specific facts to support argument. Markers continue
to highlight lack of relevant recall due to either lack of revision or misreading of questions
rather than any ambiguity inherent in questions. Answers appear more conditional on what is
taught and how it is learned, focusing on preferences and ignoring what is perceived to be
the ‘peripheral’ elements of the syllabus.
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Overall, the 2011 Credit paper was considered to be very fair, straightforward and accessible
to candidates, the areas covered representing a good cross-section of the course and
providing enough opportunities for candidates to demonstrate knowledge and skills.

Areas in which candidates performed well
Foundation
Markers commented positively about overall performance, noting that most candidates
responded well to the content of the paper. It was felt that straightforward sources and clear
wording allowed candidates to follow the correct process and to achieve higher-range marks
in both KU and ES. More specifically:
 Units IA/B/C: KU questions were generally well addressed, with a significant number of
candidates offering recall.
 Units IB, IIIA and D were noted by Markers for very good candidate performance.
Markers also noted a continued improvement in ES. The overall standard of performance
here was considered to be very impressive, with the exception of ES6 (ie the conclusion to
the Investigation).
Candidates had clearly been well trained in the different types of ES questions and were
performing particularly well in ES1, 2 and 5, where multiple-choice/layout prompts/tables
with relevant page references have proved to be excellent additions in helping candidates to
structure their answers and achieve good scores, if they read the question/instructions
carefully. To expand:
 ES1: on the whole, questions were well done.
 ES2: very few candidates were confusing the two sources when comparing, with best
source comparisons done in Unit III, Context A.
 ES5: by and large this was done well by most candidates across all Unit 1A/B/C
contexts, with tabular page references helping candidates to focus on appropriate
responses, as noted this year and last.

General
Units IB, IIA and IIIA and D prompted more relevant recall than elsewhere in the paper.
As noted, more and more centres are training candidates to handle the different ES
techniques with confidence, and once again this year, potentially formulaic question types
were done well.
 ES1: this item was much improved, with significantly fewer ‘rehearsing a mantra’. Even
weaker candidates attempted to address not just process and content but also limitation,
purpose and contemporaneity.
 ES2: this item also showed much improvement, with a considerable number of
candidates producing well-written responses and achieving full marks in Unit III A/C/D.
Once again, Markers noted far more evidence of developed comparisons and well-taught
technique.
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 ES3: mixed messages here again — some Markers highlighted better training in
technique resulting in improved responses this year, but most noted otherwise. Most
candidates tend to achieve a holistic mark, with many gaining another by using evidence
in support.
 ES4: some improvement was noted here, with Question 5 of Unit II (IIA especially) very
well done.
 ES5: once again this elicited best responses overall, with most candidates achieving
high or full marks, especially if tables and bullet points were used. However, a minority
still misunderstand the process and effectively pre-empt their conclusion by wrongly
including recall in their response.
NB Collectively ‘Investigation’ (ES1/5/6) questions were completed effectively across all
three contexts, with most candidates picking up many marks here — again demonstrating
good practice by centres and candidates. Excellent training has resulted in by far the
majority of candidates carrying out the correct process.

Credit
Markers were at variance in their reports, considering the level of KU responses either much
improved or much lower than in previous years. Overall at KU, however, the following points
were highlighted by Markers:
 Units IA/B/C Question 1, KU3 – the short essay (population growth, worth eight marks)
was generally considered accessible and expected to be well done. In the main,
responses were satisfactory, with most candidates attempting to write a full and relevant
answer to the question. A number of Markers reported that essay marks had improved,
with candidates more aware of process and generally producing good essay structures
that addressed more than the isolated factor in the question stem.
 Unit IIA: proved very accessible, with candidates scoring well in Question 2.
 Unit IIIC: candidates performed well, and indeed better in Question 2 than in other Unit III
context.
In ES, all question types appear well taught and the requisite process is clearly understood.
In particular it was noted that ES2/4/5 were well done by the majority of candidates. To
expand:
 ES2: responses continued to improve with most candidates scoring very well. Certainly
more candidates are becoming well-practised in providing developed comparisons than
previously, so saving time and gaining marks. The ES2 in IIID was very well done.
 ES3: whilst still a cause for concern, some Markers noted an improvement in this item.
 ES4: was very well done in both Units IIA and B.
 ES5: once again most candidates are well versed here, almost all achieving high or
indeed full marks, especially when using a table format as recommended.
 ES6: improved this year in terms of candidates including presented evidence, recall and
balance in the answer as required.
As at General, ‘Investigation’ questions (ES1/5/6) were almost universally done well
collectively.
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Areas which candidates found demanding
Foundation
One area of note for weaker candidate performance in KU was:


Unit IB/C, KU3: ‘What was important about the Suffragette campaign in winning the vote
for women?’ proved challenging in terms of process and recall. This question was
relatively poorly answered, with many failing to get beyond an account of the aims of the
Suffragettes. Candidates seemed confused by the ‘How important’ question stem —
answers used recall of actions, eg ‘smashed windows’, but didn’t make the link to getting
the vote, as required. Essentially, candidates misread or misunderstood the question,
treating the KU3 instead as either a KU1 (describing actions of campaign) or as a KU2
(explaining reasons for campaign).

Areas of note for weaker candidate performance in ES were:
 Units IA/B/C, ES6: continues to challenge and was consistently poorly done across all
three contexts. Many candidates were confused by this item and seemed uncertain
about what is required for a conclusion. Often, the item either was not attempted or
rarely achieved 2/2. Most candidates who did get marks for this question gave the
holistic answer, worth only 1/2 marks; very few used evidence already gleaned from the
sources or table of answers in the preceding ES5.
 Units IIIA and D, ES2: despite enhanced ‘prompts’, which resulted in improved marks
last year, this item also continues to challenge. Similar problems were experienced with
source comparisons in Unit III A, Question 4 (‘agree’) and III D, Question 8 (‘disagrees’).
Many candidates found it difficult to break up sentences to find comparisons and/or
came up with some strange combinations which were not genuine comparisons and
therefore not worthy of a mark. A significant number struggled to score more than one
mark, especially in IIID where a surprising number wrongly selected the distracter.
 Unit IIIA, Question 1, ES3: many candidates, whilst elaborating on the actions of antiMormons, struggled to include an ‘attitude’ in their answer, ie failed to identify the word
that reflects the negative attitude, eg upset/frightened/angry. Overall ES3 continues to be
poorly done by most candidates.

General
Areas of difficulty in KU were mainly to do with lack of relevant recall and some, perhaps,
were more to do with misreading of questions and focusing on learned /preferred headings:
 Units IA/B/C Question 2, KU1: ‘Describe the changes in the distribution of Scotland’s
population...’. Very few, including otherwise excellent ‘Credit’ candidates, did well here.
Many clearly did not understand ‘population distribution’, despite the fact it is defined in
the source. Most misinterpreted the question, either answering it as ‘why’ the distribution
changed, writing about reasons for, rather than describing, that distribution, or mistakenly
focusing instead on ‘population growth’ and explaining the reasons for this. Significant
numbers talked of immigration, which was disallowed at the Markers’ meeting. Moreover,
answers to Unit I (all contexts) rarely contained recall. The problem with the question
seemed to lie with the (preferred) syllabus or at least the teaching of it, especially as very
few candidates came up with recalled knowledge, even when they were attempting the
correct process.
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 Unit IIA, Question 1, KU3: ‘how important’ was not done well — this is the weakest of the
KU skills as pupils find it difficult to distinguish ‘how important’ from ‘why’. Also, the visual
evidence was often ignored, with candidates selecting information solely from the text
and thereby limiting potential answers.
 Unit IIA, Question 2, KU1: in terms of content rather than process, conscientious
objectors/objection does not seem to be taught in any detail in many centres, despite
being examined previously.
 Unit IIIA, Question 2, KU3: this ‘how important’ question caused difficulty since many
candidates did not seem to know much about the importance of the events at Fort
Sumter. Markers noted that overall Unit IIIA elicited the worst results in KU, with
candidates demonstrating a serious lack of recalled knowledge.
 Unit IIID, Question 1, KU3: similarly, candidates experienced difficulty recalling the
effects of hyperinflation in this ‘how important’ question. Also, quite a few candidates
took this to mean both positive and negative effects rather than just those that caused
hardship — a misreading of the question as set.
Candidates generally presented more strongly in ES than KU, with ES answers improving as
candidates appear to have a better understanding of how to answer each question type.
Some excellent training is apparent, with the correct process being carried out in ES
questions by the majority of candidates. However, whilst ES skills are well developed,
candidates, including clearly Credit ones, exhibited little recall or understanding of context
where this is required.
Areas of note regarding weaker candidate performance in ES were:
 Unit IIIC, Questions 3 and 4: candidates demonstrated poor understanding of source
content.
 ES1: the ‘mantra’ approach persists, although to a lesser extent. A considerable number
of candidates omitted reference to specific source content when describing the
information it contained, whilst others were still giving ‘content only’ answers. In addition,
in IIA a significant number of candidates were confused by the reference to ‘attitudes’ in
the question stem, mistakenly answering the ES1 as an ES3 instead.
 ES2: still confused with ES4/tabular ES5 on occasion. IIA, IIIA and IIID proved
demanding for some candidates in terms of developed comparisons.
 ES3: many candidates were poor at identifying attitudes other than using the words in
the presented evidence. Most candidates do not vary the vocabulary when expressing
an attitude, they just write ‘he says, he thinks’ over and over again. In particular, Units
IIIA and C would appear to have posed greater difficulty for candidates.
 ES5: some candidates were too minimalist in presenting evidence in tabular form – a
significant number failed to gain marks due to needlessly inadequate quotes. As noted, a
number treat the ES5 as an ES6 and include recall in their answer.
 ES6: a number of Markers reported that few candidates included recall in their
responses.

Credit
There is general agreement, and indeed great concern, about quite a significant disparity
between KU and ES. It is clear many candidates have not been revising and therefore
struggle with KU.
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The 8-mark essay: with content/level of difficulty largely uniform for Question 1 in Units
IA/B/C, this was deemed to make it fair for all candidates in all three contexts. However,
although appearing quite straightforward, the essay was poorly done by a number of
candidates. The reason would seem to be lack of revision of a popular and accessible
syllabus area. Where well attempted, most candidates didn’t just focus on the isolated factor
in the question, they brought in other factors too. However, where not well attempted, many
candidates were not addressing the main issue (population increase) thus losing process
marks. There were very vague answers, many with no detail or relevant explanation, and a
considerable proportion of candidates did not produce a conclusion that was noticeably
different from the introduction.
NB Candidates lost potential marks needlessly by not reading questions carefully and not
answering questions asked, eg
 Unit IIA, Question1, KU2: when asked to ‘explain why assassinations… led to WW1’
many candidates seemed to focus on the word ‘assassinations’ and wrote describing
events at Sarajevo (KU1).
 Unit IIIC, Question 1, KU1: February/March Revolution was also poorly done.
Conversely, when asked to ‘Describe events of February/March Revolution of 1917’
(KU1) candidates wrote about reasons (KU2) or they mixed it up with the
October/November Revolution.
 Unit IIID, Question 1, KU1: similarly the Munich Putsch question was badly answered
overall, with candidates also giving reasons (KU2) rather than a description of events
(KU1). Moreover, many candidates clearly did not know about the events at the Munich
Beer Hall, despite it being part of the syllabus.
 Unit IIIA, Question 1, KU1: describing the aims of Republican Party was also poorly
done.
NB It would appear that many candidates adopted a ‘dumper truck’ approach to these
questions, a key word triggering a response based on everything they knew and wanted to
tell regardless of its relevance to the question being asked.
The following problem areas were identified in Credit ES — as at General above, but in
addition:
 ES1: Markers noted that many candidates had an issue with secondary sources, which
has been a persistent problem over the last two years. Although references to ‘hindsight’
have improved, many still have no real grasp of the nature and worth of secondary
sources, and rarely is 4/4 awarded. Clearly many candidates have not been trained in
this question type and simply reversed a primary source mantra. It is very concerning
that candidates value historians less than contemporary witnesses or require the term
‘historian’ to trigger recognition of a secondary source, so this is clearly a priority for
centres. In this sense Unit IIIA was poorly attempted. Also, whilst more candidates are
attempting to address purpose, mantra style answers are to be discouraged here.
Generally, many candidates struggle with the ‘jump’ from General to Credit in this item.
 ES3: once again, and in the main, this remains worst done, and proved particularly
challenging for candidates attempting Unit IIA, resulting in some confused answers.
Overall most struggled to identify/express attitudes, and at best most achieved one mark
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for a holistic point and another mark for a piece of supporting evidence, usually
expressed as ‘The author says…’(hence 2 out of 4).
 Unit IIID, Questions S 3 and 4, (ES1 and ES2): some Markers noted that candidates had
difficulty with the term ‘militarism’ and as such IIID proved more challenging than Unit
IIIC.

Advice to centres for preparation of future
candidates
General points of advice common to C/G/F
A reminder: centres should note that, since the original Unit IIA (1790s–1820s) of
International Co-operation and Conflict has been removed from the exam at all levels, the
remaining two contexts have been renumbered, with IIB becoming IIA and IIC becoming IIB
respectively. Centres should adjust any mnemonics accordingly.
It is permissible for centres to liaise with Invigilators to directly instruct candidates on which
contexts to answer, to ensure that wrong or multiple contexts are not attempted. For
example, at C/G, candidates should highlight the correct options displayed on the cover
page, and at Foundation candidates should tick the appropriate boxes on page 3. (Please
see page 55 of Invigilators’ handbook.)
Centres should advise candidates against writing in pencil or red pen: only black or blue pen
should be used. This should ensure greater legibility.
When candidates’ scripts are being typed or transcribed, please use double spacing to allow
Markers enough room to employ correction codes and annotate marks.
Candidates should be encouraged and trained to read all questions and instructions carefully
to avoid misinterpretation and irrelevance. Candidates should do what the question asks, not
what they prefer.
Candidates should be trained to make full use of pictorial sources in both KU and ES.
Centres should note that all areas of the syllabus can be sampled. Areas that are sampled at
one level will not be sampled at an adjacent level.
At Foundation, centres need to train/direct candidates to:
 for ES1, differentiate between primary and secondary sources.
 follow ES2 prompts for agreement (Source D says… and also Source E says…) and
disagreement (Source G says… but Source H says…).
 make the connection between ‘Investigating’ questions ES5 and ES6, ie use the
information in the preceding table to reach a conclusion.
 select evidence from both sources, as directed, and avoid combining points to achieve
full marks in the ES5 table.
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NB centres should avoid using past or commercial papers with out-of-date ES1/2/5/6 items
to ensure that candidates are properly prepared and not confused by the exam format. This
is also vital for ensuring that centre evidence is valid for any potential appeals procedures.
At General, centres need to train/direct candidates to provide recall for KU and, where
required, for ES (ES4/6).
In terms of KU at G/C, centres need to train/direct candidates to know that all areas of the
syllabus can and will be examined, including less ‘popular’ topics.
In terms of ES at G/C, centres need to train/direct candidates to
 ES1: avoid ‘mantras’ that are not supported with relevant presented/recalled evidence,
and be aware of the value of a ‘secondary source’ as well as the limitations of a ‘primary
source’.
 ES1/4/6: cite specific examples of presented/recalled evidence rather than generalised
statements (such as ‘it is useful because of the detail it gives/when it was written’ etc) to
support a judgement
 ES1/5: avoid conflated responses, making discrete rather than combined points.
 ES2: provide developed comparisons by adopting the following structure:
Both sources agree that … because Source A says that … and Source B also
says/agrees that … OR the sources disagree about … because Source A says that …
but Source B says/disagrees that …
NB Candidates should be discouraged from presenting comparisons in lists, bullet points or
tabular form. Such responses will be marked out of half marks.
 ES3: look for a precise attitude and avoid continually copying out quotes to support an
initial holistic point eg ‘He says that …’
 ES4/6: read and follow the instructions about using evidence ‘from the sources and from
your own knowledge’ to achieve full marks, and be aware that two sources may be used
here.
 ES5: use tables as a preferred structure here and avoid the unnecessary and timeconsuming practice of ‘quote and explain’. Remember that this was designed as a notemaking exercise to prepare for reaching a conclusion in the ES6 that follows.
NB Direct/verbatim quotes are perfectly acceptable here as long as they are explicit, avoid
over-use of ellipsis, and can ‘stand alone’.
 ES6: include balance, presented evidence and recall to achieve full marks.
NB Candidates should not be taught or encouraged to answer all ES questions before
attempting KU. This will endanger their time-management, and they may inadvertently mix
and match contexts, which may result in a Grade 7 being awarded for KU.
Please note that additional advice on syllabus content/question types and technique/marking
procedures and instructions can be found on the SQA website, along with animated
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PowerPoint and scanned script presentations showing how marks were awarded on
exemplar F/G/C scripts for all contexts examined this year.

Additional Advice on the Credit Short Essay
8-Mark Essay
 Award 1 mark per each piece of relevant recall, with 2 marks for a developed point.
NB It is not enough at Credit to say ‘because the death rate fell’ to explain why the
population has increased. The candidate needs to state and explain. Beware the
candidate may be using ‘death rate’ as a process rather than a reason, and as such
Markers cannot ‘double count’ eg as a developed point, if usage clearly implies process.
 Up to 2 marks can be awarded for the correct process (structure) ie introduction/
paragraphs/conclusion: all three gets two points; two gets one point; one scores none.
NB Remember that the candidate cannot pass the essay if they have failed the content.
So if a candidate achieves less than 3 out of 6 for content, they can only be awarded one
mark maximum for structure, eg:.
3/6 (content) + 2/2 (structure) = 5/8.....
2/6 (content) + 2/2 x ½ (structure) = 3/8
Further points:
 The Introduction and conclusion should not be identical.
 Ideally, the introduction identifies reasons/ factors/ argument/ context, but it must
address the question. If it does not, it cannot count as an introduction.
 The Introduction can be brief, ie one sentence — many are minimalist, given timing.
 Ideally, the conclusion should address the question, summarise, and make a valid
judgement.
 If either the introduction or conclusion contains supporting evidence that could be
credited separately as recall, Markers will either credit the introduction or conclusion or
credit the recall, but not both.
 Paragraphs cannot be credited unless there is valid/relevant evidence – with at least two
sentences.
 A minimum of two paragraphs is required to award process.
NB With regard to KU3 essay process, the candidate must make an overt reference to
process at least twice in the essay — ie once each in two discrete paragraphs.
Otherwise, Markers will deduct 1 x Weak Process (WP) from the overall essay total, eg
7/8-1WP=6/8.
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Statistical information: update on Courses
Standard Grade
Number of resulted entries in 2010

19,422

Number of resulted entries in 2011

19,357

Statistical Information: Performance of candidates
Distribution of overall awards
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
No award

27.4%
23.8%
19.0%
12.8%
10.9%
4.1%
1.9%
0.0%

Grade boundaries for each assessable element in the subject included in the
report
Assessable
Element

KU
ES

Credit
Max
Mark

24
36

Grade
Boundaries

1

2

17
25

11
17

General
Max Mark

20
30

Grade
Boundaries

3

4

14
20

10
15

Foundation
Max Mark

14
21

Grade
Boundarie
s
5

6

10
15

7
11
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